"The youth of Sliven today, future of Europe tomorrow"
Description of EVS project
1.04-1.05.2011

"The youth of Sliven today, future of Europe tomorrow" is short EVS group project, involving fifteen volunteers from volunteers from 3 volunteers from Austria, 5 from Italy, 4 from Poland, 2 from Turkey and 1 from Greece for over a period of one month. During his youth voluntary service they will living and working in Silver.

During his EVS project they will participate in activities related to the preparation and conduct of youth creativity festival “The youth of today Sliven future of Europe tomorrow”. They will include in the promotion, preparation and implementation of specific activities, summarizing the results, feedback participants and promote the results of the project, EVS and the Youth in Action Programme. Volunteers will helping to Youth Parliament to organise youth festival of talents in Sliven, staff helping , making PR activities. They can participate in the concert also if they want.

The EVS volunteers will develop their creative, organizational and language skills, will working together and establish contacts with young people from Sliven and youth community. The project gives them the chance to get acquainted with Bulgarian and European culture and traditions with everyday life and aspirations of young Bulgarians and the activities of youth organizations to Sliven, the region and Europe. The project will boost support for the development of initiative and creativity of EVS volunteers to build a sense of European citizenship, solidarity and tolerance of differences.

They will live in the nice hotel in Sliven near Youth house.